Keith is a Singapore magician who blends magic (silks, cards, ropes, fire, etc) with comedy as well as lots
of audience participate. He has performed in corporate as well as private functions
(birthday parties, children events, community clubs, weddings, charitable events) where
some of the VIPs are Members of Parliament. He has also appeared in a radio
interview in Singapore with FM97.2 on 14 May 2012.
He engages the audience to ensure there is full-filled excitements throughout his magic
shows. In some of his children magic shows, he can even teach them simple magic tricks so that they can
bring back something into their lives.
Check out the promo video here: http://youtu.be/MDUIlBMSnUs

Why would individuals and large corporations like ATEA, Chiyoda, Avanade,
NUS, NTU, GRCs and other MNCs engaged Keith? Here’s why..
“The performance (magic show) is good....."
~ Kevin Wo, General Manager, Avanade Singapore (performance for Avanade's 2013 Dinner & Dance "Theme Masquerade")
“Your performance last Friday was amazing, everyone watching you are all really focused on what you are doing since
they are all interested on how you will Execute your magic. You have a good sense of humor cause I’ve seen your
audience laughing so loud every time you will going to crack a joke. You can make them Participate and even laugh on
themselves on the moves that you asked them to do. Overall, all of us enjoyed and I must say we achieved the objectives
that we want to get. Hope we can still ask your service in future gatherings in the company.”
~Ms Veronica Atienza Manalo / Chiyoda Singapore Pte. Ltd (performance for company’s function 2012)
“Thank you Keith for engaging our NTU research staff with your magical performance. It is evident that the audiences enjoyed
your show throughout the networking event. Thank you again for bringing laughter and joy to all of us."
~Mr Richard Giam / Head, Annual and Premium Giving / Nanyang Technological University (Magic performance for NTU
Research Staff Networking)
“Dear Keith, it (ie the magic show) was great, thanks very much"
~ Mr Clement Cheong/ Whispering Hearts Family Service Centre (performance for children's beneficiaries' event on 1 Dec
2012)
“Thank you for the great performance! WIll keep in touch and will let you know if we there's any upcoming events for
magic show.”
~Nazahiyah / PCF Mountbatten Open House 15th September 2012
"Keith, thank you for your terrific magic show! You've definitely captured the audience's heart with your performance
tailored to our cartoon theme. Your impressive conclusion have also kickstarted our event well. We look forward to engaging
your services again!"
~ Jasmine Ong / NUS (stage performance for NUS Temasek Hall D&D 2011 "Theme - Cartoonista")
"Keith, what can I say??? Tough crowd but you ROCKED it! I know I enjoyed the magic show very much and it’s always
amazing to see the hidden talent we have in MS :) You’re going to be asked to do a lot more of these events in future, I
think ;)" ~Yvonne Lim (performance for Christmas Party 2011 Organised by Microsoft and Life Community Social Services)
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Corporate magic shows
Here are some highlights you can expect from the magic show (please note that not all of the routines mentioned will be included
due to time constrain):
1.

Appearing Table - Magician comes on to stage with a briefcase, looks around
for table but found none, suddenly, the briefcase becomes the table.
2. magically make real money appear out of thin air
3. Indian rope trick
4. 'Dove' magic - where a volunteer helps the magician appear a dove in a highly
entertaining and funny way.
5. Hilarious tissue paper routine which will sent everyone laughing.
6. Comedy card and money prediction - where a volunteer freely chooses a card
as well as a dollar note, and the magician is able to accurately predict the exact
card and serial number of the dollar note.
7. handcuff escape - magician is able to escape from handcuff with lots of gags and
hilarious moments
8. comedy magic using a borrowed shoe – pouring drinks into borrowed shoe with hilarious
and magical ending
9. Fantasy/Instant Magician - an VIP or volunteer is invited onstage and will be dressed in a
magicians costume. The spectator stands with his hands behind his back and the magician puts
his arms through the costume and performs some magic. It looks as if the spectator is doing
the magic. This is a great comedy magic routine which is a sure win and bring lots of laughs
for both participant and audience.
10. Disappearing flower and vase illusion - where a large vase of flower disappeared right in
front of your eyes
11. And other highly interactive and highly entertaining magic routines that everyone will love.
Here are some packages you can chose:
Silver package

Gold package

Platinum package

Magical event special

15-20 minutes breath-taking, funny and amazing magic performance guaranteed to
entertain
$300 onwards
30 - 40 minutes of hilarious & fun-filled magical performance guaranteed to create a
memorable day / night for your events
$350 onwards
1. 30 - 90 minutes of exciting magical comedy which is customized for your specific
event / product launches and make it the most successful and rewarding experience
you will never forget, and / or
2. magic workshops
$500 onwards
20 - 30 minutes magic show full of fun and laughter with the VIP / wedding couple as the
star of the show.
Guaranteed to make this the most memorable and successful event you ever had.
Special price

Slots are limited….BOOK NOW
NOTE: Prices may differ based on locations and during festive seasons.
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